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Enumeration of Functions from Posets to Chains 
DAVID G. WAGNER 
The Poset Conjecture is that for any labelled poset (P, o9), a certain polynomial related to 
the order polynomial of (P, co) has only real (non-positive) zeros. These polynomials occur 
naturally in a wide variety of combinatorial and algebraic enumeration problems. We obtain 
product and composition theorems which suffice to verify the conjecture for series-parallel 
labelled posets and for labelled forests. 
Order polynomials of labelled posets are a class of generating functions which appear 
naturally in the enumeration of many combinatorial structures, such as Young tableaux 
of a given shape, permutations with descent-set contained in a given set, and 
submultisets of a given multiset (see [7, Ch. 3] and [2, Chs 5 and 6] and [6]). In 
addition, these polynomials are connected with the Hilbert series of algebras with 
straightening laws, a class of algebras which contains many of the coordinate rings of 
classical projective varieties, Grassmann and Schubert varieties in particular (see [8, 
Thin 5.2]). Thus any numerical information about order polynomials in general is 
bound to have a number of applications both in combinatorics and in algebra. 
One conjecture regarding order polynomials is particularly intriguing. Let 
I2(P, o);x) denote the order polynomial of the labelled poset (P, to), and define the 
polynomial W ( P, o9; x) by 
W(P, ~0;x) 
~_, Y2(P, oJ;m)x m - (1 -x )  I+#p" 
m~S 
The Poset Conjecture is that for every labelled poset (P, to), the polynomial 
W(P, w;x)  has only real (non-positive) roots. This condition on the roots implies 
many inequalities on the coefficients, as seen in [4, Ch. 8, Thm 5.3] or in [2, Section 
2.2]. In particular, if this condition on the roots of W(P, o);x) holds then many 
sequences of coefficients related to i2(P, o);x) are logarithmically concave and 
unimodal (see [2, Thm 5.7.2]). 
The Poset Conjecture has been verified for several classes of labelled posets; the 
state of the art prior to this paper can be found in [2, 3, 6]. We show here that if (P, co) 
and (Q, v) are disjoint posets satisfying the Poset Conjecture then their disjoint union 
(P t5 Q, co U v) also satisfies it. Combined with previously known results this implies 
that all series-parallel labelled posets satisfy the Conjecture. Extending this result, we 
show that any composition into a labelled poset with at most three elements preserves 
the property of the Poset Conjecture; as an application we deduce that every labelled 
forest satisfies the Conjecture, generalizing [3, Thm 12]. 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions from the theory 
of partially ordered sets (posets) as developed, for example, in [9, Ch. 3]. As the 
corresponding definitions for labelled posets are less well known we include them here. 
Let P be a poset. We use the notations v<w for w covers v, and c~(p)= 
{(v, w) ~ p2: v < w} for the set of all covering relations of P. Also, let n stand for the 
n-element chain n= {1<2<- - -<n},  and An for the n-element antichain An = 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n} with no non-trivial order relations. 
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A labelling of a finite poset P is any bijection to: P---~n. (Note that to need not be 
order-preserving, and of course n = #P. )  If co is order-preserving then it is called a 
natural labelling. If to is order-reversing then it is called a strict labelling. The pair 
(P, co) is a labelled poset. A descent in (P, co) is a pair (v, w) e c~(p) such that 
co(v) > co(w). Let ~(P,  co) = {(v, w) c c~(p): co(v) > co(w)} be the set of descents in 
(P, co), and let M(P, co) = c¢(p)\@(p, co) be the set of ascents of (P, co). Two labelled 
posets (P, co) and (Q, v) are similar when there is an isomorphism tp: P---> Q of P and 
Q as posets such that ~(P,  co) = ~(P,  v~). Similarity is an equivalence relation. 
We sometimes use the notation {co( l )< 09(2)<. . .  < co(n)} for the labelled chain 
(n, co). Thus, the chain 5 with a strict labelling may be written {5 < 4 < 3 < 2 < 1}. 
For a labelled poset (P, co) and any poset Q, an co-preserving function ep: (P, co)--> 
Q is an order-preserving function tp: P---> Q which also satisfies the condition that if 
(v, w) ~ ~(P)  then q~(v) < tp(w) in Q: that is, descents in (P, co) are mapped to strictly 
ordered pairs in Q. Note that if (P, co) is naturally labelled then an co-preserving 
function is just an order-preserving function. Thus labelled posets and label-preserving 
functions generalize posets and order-preserving functions. Also, if (P, co) and (P, v) 
are similar (via the identity isomorphism), then a function q~: P---> Q is co-preserving iff 
it is v-preserving. Thus questions about a labelled poset and its label-preserving 
functions depend only upon the similarity class of the labelled poset. 
Labelled posets originated in Stanley's thesis [7] as a way of unifying several 
enumerative objects such as compositions, ordered partitions, and alternating per- 
mutations within one theory. Stanley's theory of (P, co)-partitions provides this 
common ground; a (P, co)-partition is an co-preserving function from P to the poset 
(N,/>). The fact that we prefer to work with co-preserving functions while Stanley [7] 
and Brenti [2] prefer (P, co)-partitions amounts merely to a minor change in notation. 
In particular, our formulations of the order polynomial and of the Poset Conjecture are 
equivalent o those found in the above references. 
For a (finite) labelled poset (P, co), let £2(P, co;m) denote the number of 
co-preserving functions from P to the m-element chain m. Then g2(P, co;m) is a 
polynomial function of m of degree #P,  called the order polynomial of (P, co). 
Explicitly, 
jeN 
where ej(P, co) is the number of surjective co-preserving functions from P onto the 
]-element chain j. 
The E-polynomial of (P, to) is defined to be E(P, co) = ~g~(P, co), where ~: R[xl---~ 
R[x] is the N-linear transformation defined by ~(~) = x i and linear extension. Thus 
E(P, co;x)= ~'~ ej(P, co)x i 
j~N 
is just the ordinary generating function for the numbers ej(P, co) associated to (P, co). 
The W-polynomial of (P, co) is defined to be W(P, co;x) = (1 -x)nPE(P, co;x/(1 - 
x)). We denote the coefficients of W(P, to) relative to the basis (x j} of R[x] by 
(wj(P, co)). Thus 
W(P, co; x)= ~ wj(P, co)x j = ~ el(P, co)xJ(1-x) #P-j. 
jEN j~N 
The coefficients (wj(P, co)} are combinatorially meaningful: see [9, Thin 4.5.14]. 
These polynomials depend only upon the similarity class of the labelled poset (P, co). 
It is worth remarking that the order polynomial of a naturally labelled poset P is none 
other than the zeta polynomial of the distributive lattice of order ideals of P; see 
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[10, Prop. 1.1.4] for a similar interpretation of £2(P, to) for general labellings. The 
order, E- and W-polynomials of labelled posets are clearly very general classes of 
combinatorial generating functions, and by appropriate choice of the underlying 
labelled poset many familiar (and seemingly disparate) combinatorial sequences can be 
generated. We will not go into detail here, as these applications have been presented 
very clearly in [7, Ch. 3] and [2, Chs 5 and 6]. 
The relationship among the order polynomial and the E- and W-polynomials can be 
expressed by the following formula, the straightforward proof of which is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (P, co) be a labelled poset. Then 
~'~ Q(P, to; m)x "~ - P' ~-x  ,~N 1 x E ~o; 
W(P, to; x) 
(1 -x )  l+nP" 
We will need one of Stanley's fundamental results on order polynomials [7, Prop. 
13.2]. Let (P, to) be a labelled poset, with #P = n, and let a: n---> n be the (unique) 
order-reversing bijection from n to n. The complement of to is the labelling 69 of P 
given by 69 = oto. Note that for any labelled poset, M(P, 6~) = N(P, to) and @(P, t3) = 
M(P, co). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (P, to) be a labelled poset, with n = #P. Then the following 
hold: 
(a) 12(P, (5;x)= (-1)"K2(P, to; -x) .  
n X (b) E(P, 6J;x) = ( -1)  ~-~E(P ,  to ; -x -1 ) .  
(c) W(P, t3;x)=x"+aW(P, to;x-t). 
One might expect the polynomials £2(P, to), E(P, o9) and W(P, to) to have some 
interesting properties with regard to location of zeros, and indeed this seems to be the 
case. For any region I in the complex plane, let us say that a polynomial p is 1-rooted if 
either p(x) = 0 identically, or if p(~) = 0 then ~ ~ 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let E and W in R[x] be related by W(x) = (1 --x)d°gEE(x/(1 --X)). Then 
W is ( -  o% O]-rooted iff E is [- 1, O]-rooted. 
It follows that for any labelled poset (P, to), W(P, to) is (-o% 0J-rooted iff E(P, to) 
is [-1, 0J-rooted. The Poset Conjecture is that this property does in fact hold for all 
labelled posets. 
CONJECTURE 4. For any labelled poset (P, to), the W-polynomial W(P, to) is 
(-o% O]-rooted. Equivalently, the E-polynomial E(P, to) is [ - l ,  O]-rooted. 
Joseph Neggers originally made this conjecture in [5] for naturally labelled posets, 
and Richard Stanley suggested the general form (personal communication, September 
1986). This conjecture implies that the sequences (~2(P, to; n)}~N, {e/(P, to)}~P, and 
{wj(P, to)}~P are all logarithmically concave and unimodal [2, Thm5.7.2]. The 
conjecture has been verified for all labelled posets on up to six vertices, and all 
naturally labelled posets on seven vertices (John Stembridge, personal communica- 
tion). The partial results on the Poset Conjecture known prior to those of this paper 
can be found in [2, 3, 6]. 
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We begin with two general results which indicate that the interval [ -1 ,  0] does 
have some significance in connection with roots of the E-polynomial. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (P, to) be a labelled poser. Then every real root o f  E(P ,  to) is in 
the interval [ -1 ,  0]. 
PROOF. Since all the coefficients of E(P,  to) are non-negative, it follows that all the 
real roots of E(P ,  to) are non-positive. This also applies to E(P,  rb), and since 
E(P,  to;x)  = ( -1 )nx  x--+ 1E(P  , 6); -x  - 1) 
we see that all the real roots of E(P,  to) must also lie in the interval [ -1 ,  +~).  [] 
In [6, Lemma 1.1], R. Simion proves the following proposition in the case of a 
naturally labelled poset. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (P, to) be a non-empty labelled poset: 
(a) The multiplicity of  0 as a root o f  E(P ,  to) is one greater than the max imum number 
o f  descents o f  (P, to) occurring in a sequence vl  < va < • • • < Vk in P, for  any k • P. 
(b) The multiplicity of  -1  as a root of  E(P ,  to) is the max imum number  of  ascents of  
(P, to) occurring in a sequence vl < v2 < • • • < vg in P, for  any k • P. 
PROOF. To prove (a), let m denote the value of the maximum described, and let the 
sequence vl < v2<- - -< vk contain m descents of (P, to). For any order-preserving 
q~: P---~j with j<~m, there is an i• j  for which ~-1(i) contains a descent from this 
sequence. Consequently, such a ~ is not to-preserving. Therefore eo(P, to)= 
el(P, to) . . . . .  era(P, co) = O. 
To see that em+l(P, to )¢0 ,  consider the function ~p: P--~N for which ~p(v) is one 
greater than the maximum number of descents of (P, to) occurring in a sequence 
vl < v2 < - • • < vk = v in P, for any k • P. This ~ is easily seen to be to-preserving and 
surjective onto the (m + 1)-chain. 
To prove (b) we apply Proposition 2 in the form 
E(P,  to;x) = ( -1 ) 'x~ E(P,  6~; -x  - 1). 
We see that the multiplicity of -1  as a root of E(P,  to) is one less than the multiplicity 
of 0 as a root of E(P,  (o). Applying part (a) to the labelled poset (P, &) and recalling 
that ~/(P, to) = ~(P ,  ¢b) finishes the proof. [] 
One construction on labelled posets which behaves well as regards E-polynomials is 
that of ordinal sum. Let P and Q be posets with P and Q disjoint sets. The ordinal sum 
of P and Q is the poset P G Q with underlying set P U Q and order relations given by 
v~<winPGQi f fv~winP ,  o rv~<winQ,  o rvePandw•Q.  For chains m and n 
we may identify both m G n and n G m with the chain {1 < 2 < • • • < m + n}. 
There are two distinct ordinal sums of the labelled posets (P, to) and (Q, v), where 
#P = n and #Q = m, defined as follows. 
Let a0: n--~ n G m and To: m---~ n G m be the (unique) order-preserving injections 
such that ao(i) < v0(]) for all i e n and j • m. The natural ordinal sum of (P, to) and 
(Q ,v )  is the labelled poser (PGQ,  toG0v) ,  in which toGoV: PGQ- -~nGm is 
given by to Go vie = aoto and to Go vl~ = VoV. 
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Now let al: n - -~mO n and ~1: m--~m ~ n be the (unique) order-preserving injec- 
tions such that a1(0 > wl(j) for all i e n and j em.  The strict ordinal sum of (P, to) and 
(Q, v) is the labelled poset (POQ,  to~)lv), in which wOlv :P~Q~n~)m is 
given by to ~1 rip = a l to  and to ~)1 VIQ = 1711r- 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (P, to) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posets. Then the following 
hold: 
(a) I f  both P and Q are non-empty, then 
E(P • Q, to ~o v) = x + 1 E(P, to)E(O, v). 
x 
(b) In any case, E(P ~ Q, o9 ~1 v) = E(P, to)E(Q, v). 
PROOF. Part (a) follows from the relation 
ek(P • Q, to ~)o v) = ~ e~_/(P, to)[ei(Q, v) + e,+l(Q, v)], 
yen 
which is easily seen to hold when both P and Q are non-empty. Part (b) is even easier. 
See also [7, Prop. 12.2] and [2, Prop. 1.3.1]. [] 
We immediately obtain the following relatively well-known result on the Poset 
Conjecture. 
COROLLARY 8. Let (P, to) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posets such that both 
E(P, to) and E(Q, v) are [ -1 ,  O]-rooted. Then both E(P • Q, 09 00 v) and E(P G 
Q, 09 01 v) are [ -1 ,  O]-rooted. 
Disjoint unions of labelled posets are required for our main results. Our treatment in 
this context is new: calculations with the 'diamond products' (introduced below) are 
fundamental for the proofs. 
Let P and Q be disjoint posets. The disjoint union of P and Q is the poset P I~ Q 
with underlying set P U Q and with relation given by v ~< w in P II Q iff v ~< w in P or 
v ~< w in Q. Now let (P, o9) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posets, with #P = n and 
#Q = m, say. A disjoint union of (P, to) and (Q, v) is any labelled poset (P U Q, to U 
v) in which P U Q denotes the disjoint union of P and Q as posets, and to U v: 
P I IQ---~nOm is any bijection such that there are order-preserving injections 
a :n- - -~nOm and w:m---~nE)m with a (n)nw(m)=O and toLJV[p=Oto and tol l  
v ia  = 
Note that while the natural and strict ordinal sums of labelled posets (and the 
disjoint union of unlabelled posets) are uniquely defined in terms of their arguments, 
this is not the case for the disjoint union of labelled posets. However, any two disjoint 
unions of (P, to) and (Q, v) are similar, and this similarity class depends only upon the 
similarity classes of (P, to) and of (Q, v). The easy proof of the next proposition is 
omitted (see [7, Prop. 12.6]). 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (P, to) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posers. Then 
Y2(P [A Q, to It v) = Y2(P, to)Y2(Q, v). 
Disjoint union thus has a simple effect on the order polynomials of the arguments. 
The effect on the E- and W-polynomials is not so easy to describe, however. We will 
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now see its effect on the E-polynomials (Theorem 10); while its effect on the 
W-polynomials will not be needed here a formula has been given by Brenti (see 
[2, Section 4.7]). 
The diamond product of polynomials f and g in R[x] is defined to be 
f ~ g = E (x + 1)kx k (okf)(Dkg). 
k~N k!  k! 
Here D = d/dx is the differentiation operator. 
THEOREM 10. Let (P, o~) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posers. Then 
E(pI IQ, o911 v) = E(P, to) ~ E(Q, v). 
PROOF. Using Proposition 9, it suffices to show that if g: R[x]--> R[x] is defined by 
g(~) = x / and linear extension, then g[fg] = ~f ~ gg for any f, g e R[x]. To prove this 
we use the well-known (and easily established) identities 
and 
i j k - i , i+ j -k ,k - j  k ' 
where (t)k = t(t -- 1) • • • (t -- k + 1) is the kth falling factorial of t. 
Now let f = Ei~N tri(~) and g = ~,j~N flj(7), so that 
Hence 
i,jEN i 
= Z k -  i,:~N k~N j ,  i + j - k ,  k - i 
~[fg] = 
~./~N k~N k - j , i+ j -k ,k - i  
(k ) , (k ) :  ~ 
i,j~N 
,a~N(i+j)t k~N k Xk 
aq3/ x~Dix/D/(x + 1)i+~. 
~, N(i + j)! 
Now we can rewrite part of the general term of this summation as follows: 
l~xiD%/OJ(x + 1) '+i = lx iD'xi(x + ly 
(i + j)! 
1 i 
= Y,  x'+:-k(x + 1:. 
k~N 
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Substituting this into the expression for g[fg] gives 
= x '+ J -k (x  + 1) k 
i , j~N k~N k k 
= Z (x + l)~x ~ (i~N ) (  ) k~N k! k! OL,(i)k x'-k E f i j ( J )k  x j -k  
/ \ j eN  / 
k~N k! k[ 
= gf O gg. 
This completes the proof. [] 
R. Simion proves the following result in the naturally labelled case as [6, Thm 1] 
(using a different terminology), and F. Brenti extends it to the general case in 
[2, Thm 5.5.1]. We give a short new proof. 
THEOREM 11 (Brenti-Simion). Let (P, to) be such that E(P, 09) is [-1,  O]-rooted, 
and let (re, v) be any labelled chain. Then E(P I Im,  to l l v )  is [-1, O]-rooted. 
Consequently, if (P, to) is a disjoint union of finitely many labelled chains then E(P, to) 
is [-1, O]-rooted. 
To prove this (and Theorem 13 below), we calculate using the diamond products 
f ~ g. For this purpose we need degree-reducing formulae which express xf ~ g and 
f ~ xg in terms of operations on f and g, for which we find we must introduce the 
'shifted diamond products'. Parts (e) and (f) of Proposition 12 provide the reductions 
we require. 
For each n • Z define an R-bilinear operation <~,: R[x] x R[x]-+ R[x], called the nth 
shifted diamond product, by 
k! (k + n)! (Dkf)(Dk+'g) if n i> 0, 
f On g = (x n t- 1)k--nx k 
(k - n)! k! (Og-nf)(Dgg) if n ~< 0. 
Clearly, the zeroth shifted diamond product ~0 is just the diamond product 
introduced above. Let us give the shifted diamond products a binding strength 
intermediate between addition and multiplication. Thus a formula such as a + Db ~ cd 
is to be parsed as a + ((Db) ~ (cd)). We omit the routine verification of the following 
claims. 
PROPOSITION 12. For any f, g • R[x]: 
(a) Each ~n is R-bilinear, and ~o is commutative and associative. 
(b) f~n g = 0 unless -degf  ~ n ~< degg. 
(c) 1 On g = n!-lxnDng for all n >! O. 
(d) f~ ,  1 = m!-l(x + 1)mDmf for all n = -m <~ O. 
(e) x fO ,  g=x( f<~,g)+(x+l ) ( f (~n+lg)  fo ra l ln•Z .  
(f) f(~n xg = x ( f  ~n g) + x( f  ~n-1 g) for all n • Z. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. It is easy to see that if (n, to) is any labelled chain on n 
points with d descents, then E(n, to;x)=xl+d(x + 1) " - l -d .  Thus, by Theorem 10, to 
prove the first assertion it suffices to show that if g • R[x] is [ -1,  0J-rooted then for all 
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a, b • N, (x + 1)% b ~ g is [ -1 ,  0]-rooted. From Proposition 12(a, e, f) we have the 
identities 
x+l  
(x + 1)f~,,  g = (x + 1) ( f~ n g) + (x + 1) ( f~,+ 1 g) = - -  (f<),+l xg) 
X 
and 
xf~, ,  g = x ( f@,  g) + (x + 1)(f@n+l g) =f~n+l  (x + 1)g. 
Thus we can calculate, using Proposition 12(c) as well, that 
( ~x  + 1 a(1 (x + 1)ax b Og=~--~-}  <~+b X"(X + 1)bg) 
= (a + b)!-~(x + 1)%bDa+bxO(x + 1)bg. 
Since g is [ -1 ,  O]-rooted it follows from Rolle's Theorem that (x + 1)i'x b ~g is also 
[-1,O]-rooted, which completes the proof. The second assertion now follows by 
induction on the number of chains. [] 
In fact, Theorem 11 is a special case of a much more general result. 
THEOREM 13. / f  f, g c R[x] are both [ -1,  O]-rooted, then f ~g is also [ -1,  0]- 
rooted. 
This theorem also has applications to the preservation of total positivity of Toeplitz 
matrices by Hadamard products, as discussed in detail in [10, 11]. It provides an 
affirmative answer to the question raised in Problems 1 and 2 of [2, Section 4.7]. 
Despite its deceptively simple statement, this theorem is quite difficult; virtually all of 
[11] is devoted to its proof. In the context of the Poset Conjecture it gives the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 14. Let (P, to) and (Q, v) be disjoint labelled posets such that both 
E(P, to) and E(Q, v) are [ -1,  O]-rooted. Then E(P II Q, 09 II v) is also [ -1 ,  O]-rooted. 
As a consequence of Corollary 14, we can deduce that a rather large class of labelled 
posets satisfies the Poset Conjecture. 
A series-parallel labelled poset (P, to) is defined recursively as follows. Any 
one-element labelled poset (1, t) is series-parallel. If disjoint labelled posets (P, to) and 
(Q, v) are series-parallel, then so are the following labelled posets: 
(a) (P~Q,  to~0v);  
(b) (P~ Q, to~iv ) ;  and 
(c) (PUO, tour). 
THEOREM 15. Let (P, to) be a series-parallel labelled poset. Then E(P, to) is 
[ -1,  O]-rooted. 
PROOF. If #P  = 1 then E(P, to)= x, which is [ -1 ,  0]-rooted. By Corollaries 8 and 
14, each of the operations in clauses (a), (b) and (c) of the definition of a series-parallel 
labelled poset preserves [-1,0]-rootedness of the E-polynomial. The result follows by 
induction on #P.  [] 
We now turn our attention to compositions of labelled posets. Let (P, 09) be a 
labelled poset, and let (~, v) = {(Qv, %) : v e P} be a set of pairwise disjoint labelled 
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posets, indexed by P. The composition of (~, v) into (P, to) is denoted by (P[2~], w[v]) 
and is defined as follows. The underlying poset P[~] is the set [,_.J !i~ with order relation 
given by i < j  in P[~] iff i < j  in Qo for some v • P, or i • Q~ and j • Qw with v < w in 
P. In order to define the labelling to[v] of P[~] let m~ = #Q~ (so that v~: Q~ ~ m~) and 
let n = ~pmo.  Let (o~: v • P} be the (unique) set of order-preserving injections 
Ov: mo ~ n such that for any v va w in P and i • nl~ and j • row, 
cro(i ) < o,,(j) iff to(v) < to(w). 
Finally, we define the labelling to[v]: P[~]---> n by to[v][o~ = ~rovv. 
The natural ordinal sum of labelled posets corresponds to composition into the 
labelled chain (1<2}.  The strict ordinal sum corresponds to composition into 
the labelled chain {2< 1}. A disjoint union is obtained by composition into the 
two-element antichain (1,2}. These examples, combined with Corollaries 8 and 14, 
suffice to show that compositions into any labelled poset with at most two elements 
preserve [-1,0]-rootedness of the E-polynomials. We now extend this result to 
three-element labelled posets. 
Let A be the poset with elements (u, v, w} related by u < v and w < v. Give A the 
labelling ~. defined by Z(u) = 1, ~.(v) = 2 and ~.(w) = 3. By analogy with our notation 
for labelled chains, we may denote this by (A, ~,) = (1 < 2 > 3}. Let (V, v) be the dual 
poset with the complementary labelling: (V, v) = (A*, ~.) = (3 > 2 < 1}. 
It is very easy to see that the only three-element labelled posets which cannot be 
obtained as compositions of one- or two-element labelled posets into one- or 
two-element labelled posets are (A, ~,) and (V, v). Thus it suffices to consider only 
compositions into these labelled posets. In fact, since (V, v) is the poset dual to (A, ~.) 
with the complementary labelling, it is enough to consider only (A, ;~). 
To simplify our notation, we will supress mention of the labellings of the posets, and 
write A[Q 1, 02, Q3] for the composition of the labelled poset Qi into the vertex 
labelled i (i = 1, 2, 3) of A. The notation V[Q1, Q2, Q3] has a similar meaning for 
composition into the labelled poset V. 
LEMMA 16. Let P, Q and R be pairwise disjoint non-empty labelled posets, and let 
S = AlP, Q, R] and T = V[P, Q, R]. Then, for all m ~ N, 
e,n(S) = ~ e,~-t,(Q) ~ ( k ) k~r~ ,j,N k - i, i + j  - k, k - j  (e,(P) + e,+~(P))ej(R), 
and 
era(T)= ~ em-k(Q) ~ ( I ,_  k )ei(P)(ej(R)+ej+l(R)). 
k~r~ i,i~N -,, i, i + j - k, k - j 
PROOF. We prove the first assertion; the proof of the second is similar. For j • N, 
let ~(P ,  to) denote the set of to-preserving surjections 4: P-->J- Thus ej(P, to)= 
#~(P ,  to) by definition. Also, for i, j, k e N, let ~(i, j, k) denote the set of ordered 
partitions (A, N, B) of k into possibly empty parts, with #A = k - j ,  #N = i + j  - k, 
and # B = k - i. Thus 
( k ) 
#~( i , j , k )= k - j , i+ j -k ,k - i  " 
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In order to prove the first assertion we construct a function 
F,.: [_) [9"m_~(Q) x [._) [~(i, ], k) × (~(P)  0 9~+l(P)) x ~(R)] ]  ~ 5e~(S), 
ken i,]eN 
which is in fact a bijection. 
For z=(A ,N ,B)  e~(i , j ,k) ,  let a , : i -~AtON~k and v~: j - ->BtON=k be the 
(unique) poset isomorphisms. Define 0~: iO1- ->kO1 by O=li= o~ and (r~(i + 1)= 
k + 1. For k + r = m let 7k: k--> m and 6k: r--> m be the (unique) order-preserving 
injections such that 7k(v)< Ok(w) for all v e k and w e r. Also, when k <m let Yk: 
k • 1--* m be the (unique) order-preserving injection such that ~k(v)< 6k(w) for all 
v •k  and w •r .  Finally, we may define the function Fro. For a quadruple 
(tPl, at, tP2, tP3) in the domain of En, where (p,•SPm_k(Q) , we define ap= 
Fm((p,, Jr, ~b2, q~3) by 
 PIR = 7kr.q 3, 
if q~2 • ~-(P), 
if q~2 • 5ei+l(P). 
One can indeed check that each Fm is a bijection, which completes the proof. [] 
PROPOSITION 17. Let P, Q and R be pairwise disjoint non-empty labelled posets, and 
let S = A[P, Q, R] and T = V[P, Q, R]. Then: 
(a) E(S) = E(Q)[(I + x-1)E(P) <~ E(R)[; and 
(b) E(T) = E(Q)[E(P) ~ (1 + x-1)E(R)]. 
PROOF. We prove part (a); the other part is similar. The notation [xk]F(x) denotes 
the coefficient of x k when the polynomial F(x) is expanded relative to the basis {x j} of 
R[x]. From Lemma 16 and the proof of Theorem 10 we have 
E(S;x)= E era(S) Xm 
m~N 
= ~ xm~ e,,_g(Q)~ ( k ) 
~N k~N ~,/~N k - i ,  i+ j -k ,  k - j  (ei(P)+ei+'(P))ej(R) 
= Z z) <) e(O; x) + (x-'E(P; x)) E(Q; x)) 
men k~N 
E(Q; x)[(1 + x-1)E(P; X) ~ E(Q; x)], 
as was to be shown. [] 
THEOREM 18. Let P, Q and R be pairwise disjoint non-empty labelled posets, and let 
S =A[P, Q, R] and T= V[P, Q, R]. Suppose that E(P), E(Q) and E(R) are all 
[-1, O]-rooted. Then both E(S) and E(T) are [-1,  O]-rooted. 
PROOF. By the form of the relations in Proposition 17, it suffices to show that E(S) 
is [ -1,  0J-rooted; the formula for E(T) is essentially the same. Since P is not empty, 
eo(P) = 0, so that we may write E(P) = xf for some [-1,  0J-rooted polynomial f c R[x]. 
Also, let g = E(Q) and h = E(R). Thus E(S) = [(x + 1)f O h]g, where f, g and h are 
[-1,  0J-rooted, so Theorem 13 implies that E(S) is [ -1,  0J-rooted. [] 
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We can now verify the Poset Conjecture for all labelled forests. A forest is a poset in 
which each element is covered by at most one element. A recursively labelled forest is 
defined as follows. Any one-element labelled poset (1, t) is a recursively labelled 
forest. If (P, o9) and (Q, v) are recursively labelled forests, then so are 
(a) (PLIQ, tol l  v); and 
(b) (P q) 1, w (90 t), and 
(c) (P@I ,  o9(91t), and 
(d) A[(P, o9), (1, Q, (Q, v)]. 
The idea of a recursive labelling of an arbitrary poset is defined in [1, Section 4]. For 
forests the definitions here and in [1] coincide. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let (P, o9) be any non-empty labelled forest. Then there is a 
recursively labelled forest (Q, v) which is similar to (P, o9). 
PROOF. We use induction on #P. The basis, #P  = 1, is trivial; now suppose that 
#P~>2. 
If P is not connected then let R be any component of P and let S be the rest of P. By 
induction, - both (R, Og]R) and (S, ogls) are similar to recursively labelled forests, say 
(Q~, v~) and (Q2, v2), respectively. Now (P, co) is similar to (Q1 II Q2, vl II %). 
If P is connected then it has a unique maximal element w. Let R be the subforest of 
P the maximal elements v of which are such that (v, w) e M(P, o9), and let S be the 
subforest of P the maximal elements u of which are such that (u, w) • @(P, o9). By 
induction, both (R, OglR) and (S, ~O[s) are either empty or are similar to recursively 
labelled forests, say (Q1, Va) and (Q2, v2), respectively. If R = Q~ then (P, to) is similar 
to (Q2 • 1, v201 t). If S = • then (P, to) is similar to (Qa q) l ,  VlOoQ. If both R and 
S are non-empty then (P, to) is similar to A[(QI, va), (1, t), (Q2, %)]. Hence in any 
case (P, 03) is similar to a recursively labelled forest. This completes the induction step 
and the proof. [] 
THEOREM 20. Let (P, o9) be a nonempty labelled forest. Then E(P, o9) is [-1,  0]- 
rooted. 
PROOF. By Proposition 19 it suffices to prove the theorem for recursively labelled 
forests, but this follows immediately from Corollaries 8 and 14 and Theorem 18, by 
induction on #P. [] 
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